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GRB	  170817A	  and	  GW170817	  	  
GBM	  T0	  =	  GBM	  Trigger	  Time	  
•  T0-‐2	  s:	  LIGO	  recorded	  the	  GW	  signal	  

•  T0+14	  s:	  First	  GBM	  trigger	  noOce	  

•  T0+25	  s:	  First	  GBM	  automated	  
localizaOon	  

•  T0+6	  min:	  LIGO	  trigger	  (via	  
soTware)	  of	  the	  single	  IFO	  event	  

•  T0+40	  min:	  LIGO	  announcement	  of	  
a	  trigger	  possibly	  associated	  with	  
GBM	  trigger	  

•  T0+45	  min:	  Human-‐in-‐the-‐loop	  
localizaOon	  of	  GRB	  

•  T0+7	  hr:	  Public	  GCN	  establishing	  
name	  

The 90% credible intervals(Veitch et al. 2015; Abbott et al.
2017e) for the component masses (in the m m1 2. convention)
are m M1.36, 2.261 Î :( ) and m M0.86, 1.362 Î :( ) , with total
mass M2.82 0.09

0.47
-
+

:, when considering dimensionless spins with

magnitudes up to 0.89 (high-spin prior, hereafter). When the
dimensionless spin prior is restricted to 0.05- (low-spin prior,
hereafter), the measured component masses are m 1.36,1 Î (

M1.60 :) and m M1.17, 1.362 Î :( ) , and the total mass is

Figure 2. Joint, multi-messenger detection of GW170817 and GRB170817A. Top: the summed GBM lightcurve for sodium iodide (NaI) detectors 1, 2, and 5 for
GRB170817A between 10 and 50 keV, matching the 100 ms time bins of the SPI-ACS data. The background estimate from Goldstein et al. (2016) is overlaid in red.
Second: the same as the top panel but in the 50–300 keV energy range. Third: the SPI-ACS lightcurve with the energy range starting approximately at 100 keV and
with a high energy limit of least 80 MeV. Bottom: the time-frequency map of GW170817 was obtained by coherently combining LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-
Livingston data. All times here are referenced to the GW170817 trigger time T0

GW.
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Searches	  for	  X-‐ray	  aTerglow	  
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Fig. 1. Skymap of Swift XRT 
observations, in equatorial 
(J2000) coordinates. The grey 
probability area is the GW 
localization (52), the blue region 
shows the Fermi-GBM localization, 
and the red circles are Swift-XRT 
fields of view. UVOT fields are 
colocated with a field of view 60% 
of the XRT. The location of the 
counterpart, EM 170817, is marked 
with a large yellow cross. The early 
37-point mosaic can be seen, 
centered on the GBM probability. 
The widely scattered points are 
from the first uploaded observing 
plan, which was based on the 
single-detector GW skymap. The 
final observed plan was based on 
the first 3-detector map (11), 
however we show here the higher-
quality map (52) so that our 
coverage can be compared to the 
final probability map (which was 
not available at the time of our 
planning; (7)). 
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•  SwiT	  XRT	  started	  searching	  the	  GBM	  error	  box	  ~1	  
hour	  aTer	  the	  GW	  

•  Tiled	  93%	  of	  the	  LVC	  error	  circle	  0.2	  d	  aTer	  GW	  
•  First	  observed	  opOcal	  transient	  locaOon	  0.6d	  aTer	  

GW	  with	  SwiT	  and	  NuSTAR	  (0.7	  d)	  	  
•  SwiT	  UVOT	  detected	  a	  bright	  UV	  transient	  at	  0.6	  d	  

•  UV	  transient	  highly	  inconsistent	  with	  observed	  
GRB	  aTerglows	  

P.A.	  Evans	  et	  al.	  Science	  10.1126/science.aap9580	  (2017)	  	   •  Early	  Chandra	  observOons	  
(GW+2d)	  yielded	  non-‐
detecOons	  

•  	  ATerglow	  detected	  w/	  
Chandra	  9	  days	  aTer	  GW	  

•  Consistent	  with	  aTerglow	  
from	  off-‐axis	  SGRB	  (>23	  deg)	  
or	  cocoon	  emission	  

(Margug	  et	  al	  2017;	  Troja	  et	  al	  
2017;	  Haggard	  et	  al	  2017)	  



Discovery	  of	  a	  Kilonova	  12	  hours	  later	  
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Coulter	  et	  al.	  2017,	  10.1126/scienceaap9811	  

Abbot	  et	  al	  2017,	  ApJL,	  848,	  L12	  

Figure 1 from Soares-Santos, M., et al. "The Electromagnetic

Counterpart of the Binary Neutron Star Merger LIGO/Virgo

GW170817. I. Discovery of the Optical Counterpart Using the

Dark Energy Camera." 2017, ApJL, 848, L16.

awarded the 2017 Nobel Prize in Physics), these detections demonstrated the existence of

stellar mass black hole binaries, in some cases reaching upward of 30 solar masses. Although

no obvious EM counterparts were expected, and despite the poor localization regions of

hundreds of square degrees, several searches for counterparts were carried out, leading to

inconclusive results. From O2 two additional black hole binary mergers were announced,

GW170104 and GW170814; the latter marked the first joint detection by the three-detector

network of Advanced LIGO and Virgo, with an order of magnitude improvement in sky

localization.

The operation of a three-detector network played a significant role in the results presented here.

On 2017 August 17 the Advanced LIGO/Virgo network detected a high-significance GW event

resulting from a binary neutron star merger at a distance of about 30—50 Mpc; the event was

identified within a few minutes of detection. A weak short gamma-ray burst was independently

detected and announced by the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (and later on by INTEGRAL)

from the same sky location, but with a delay of about 2 s relative to the GW merger. The three-

detector skymap had a 90% credible area of only 30 square degrees. The relatively small sky

area and distance of GW170817 (compared to the previous GW detections), the detected

gamma-ray emission, and the expectation for other EM signals motivated several groups to

search for an optical counterpart as soon as the source became visible from South America

about 11 hours post-merger. Using both a galaxy-targeting strategy and wide-field imaging,

several groups were able to rapidly identify an optical counterpart to GW170817 in the galaxy

NGC 4993 at a distance of about 40 Mpc.

The precise localization of the EM

counterpart opened the proverbial

floodgates. Within the subsequent

hours, days, and weeks multiple ground-

and space-based telescopes were

utilized to track the photometric

evolution and to obtain spectra of the

transient in the ultraviolet (UV), optical,

and infrared (IR); to obtain X-ray

imaging; and to search for a radio

counterpart. The UV/optical/IR light

curves and spectra of the transient are

unlike any previously seen. The light

curves exhibit a rapid decline in

brightness and a rapid transition of the spectral peak from the UV to the IR. The spectra exhibit

similar rapid evolution from an initial featureless blackbody shape, peaking in the UV at about 1

day after merger, to an IR-dominated spectrum with broad absorption features only a few days

later. In detail, both the light curves and spectra closely resemble predictions for a ‘kilonova’ a

transient powered by radioactive decay of heavy nuclei and isotopes synthesized through the r-

Soares-‐Santos	  et	  al.	  2017,	  ApJ,	  848,	  L16	  

Credit:	  NASA/GSFC	  CI	  Lab	  



LocalizaOon	  

Earth	  

IPN	  

GBM	  

Chance	  temporal	  and	  spaOal	  coincidence	  of	  	  GRB	  170817A	  and	  GW170817:	  1	  in	  20,000,000	  	  

Abbot	  et	  al.	  2017,	  ApJ,	  848,	  L13	  	  



A	  weak	  short	  GRB	  with	  a	  low-‐energy	  tail	  

•  GRB	  170817A	  is	  a	  short	  GRB—
predicted	  to	  originate	  from	  mergers	  

•  It	  appears	  to	  have	  the	  tradiOonal	  
“spike”	  but	  also	  a	  weak	  lower-‐
energy	  tail	  

•  It	  appears	  intrinsically	  less	  luminous	  
than	  any	  other	  GRB	  with	  measured	  
distance	  

Goldstein	  et	  al.	  2017,	  ApJ,	  848,	  L14;	  Abbot	  et	  al.	  2017,	  ApJ,	  848,	  L13	  	  



GRB	  Observing	  Scenarios	  

•  Simplest	  model	  is	  just	  a	  uniform	  Lorentz	  factor	  jet	  with	  sharp	  edges	  

•  Possible	  that	  we	  are	  looking	  off	  the	  center	  of	  the	  jet,	  which	  does	  not	  have	  a	  
uniform	  Lorentz	  factor	  

•  For	  the	  low-‐energy	  emission	  aTer	  the	  iniOal	  GRB	  spike,	  there	  may	  be	  a	  “cocoon”	  
of	  surrounding	  material	  that	  is	  pulled	  along	  by	  the	  interior	  jet	  

Abbot	  et	  al.	  2017,	  ApJ,	  848,	  L13	  	  



Science	  from	  the	  joint	  GW/GRB	  
(Abbot	  et	  al.	  2017,	  ApJ,	  848,	  L13)	  

•  Fundamental	  Physics:	  
•  Directly	  measure	  the	  speed	  of	  gravitaOonal	  waves:	  

•  It	  is	  the	  speed	  of	  light	  to	  within	  one	  part	  in	  one	  quadrillion	  
	  

•  Set	  Limits	  on	  Lorentz	  Invariance	  ViolaOon	  
•  Test	  the	  Equivalence	  Principle	  (Shapiro	  delay)	  	  
•  Probe	  the	  Neutron	  Star	  EquaOon	  of	  State:	  the	  properOes	  of	  the	  most	  highly	  

compressed	  maqer	  in	  the	  universe	  	  
•  GRB	  Physics	  

•  Provide	  a	  unique	  view	  into	  the	  emission	  physics	  of	  relaOvisOc	  jets	  and	  the	  
engine	  that	  produces	  the	  short	  GRB	  jet	  

•  EsOmate	  the	  rate	  of	  these	  events	  throughout	  the	  universe	  
•  First	  direct	  evidence	  for	  cocoon	  emission	  

of 5.3s. This unambiguous association confirms that BNS
mergers are progenitors of (at least some) SGRBs.

4. Implications for Fundamental Physics

Little or no arrival delay between photons and GWs over
cosmological distances is expected as the intrinsic emission
times are similar and the propagation speeds of EM and GWs
are thought to be identical. In this Section we discuss the
implications on fundamental physics of the temporal offset of

1.74 0.05 s+( ) measured between GW170817 and
GRB170817A.

Standard EM theory minimally coupled to general relativity
predicts that GWs and light propagate with identical speeds.
The refractive index of vacuum is expected to be unity, and
both waves are expected to be affected by background
gravitational potentials in the same way. The arrival delay of
only a few seconds across a distance greater than one hundred
million light years places stringent constraints on deviations
from fundamental principles. We use the observed temporal
offset, the distance to the source, and the expected emission-
time difference to place constraints on the deviation of the
speed of gravity from the speed of light, and on violations of
Lorentz invariance and the equivalence principle.

4.1. Speed of Gravity

Assuming a small difference in travel time tD between
photons and GWs, and the known travel distance D, the
fractional speed difference during the trip can be written

v v v t DEM EMD » D , where v v vGW EMD = - is the differ-
ence between the speed of gravity vGW and the speed of light
vEM. This relation is less constraining for small distances, hence
we conservatively use here D 26 Mpc= , the lower bound of
the 90% credible interval on luminosity distance derived from
the GW signal (Abbott et al. 2017e). If we conservatively
assume that the peak of the GW signal and the first photons
were emitted simultaneously, attributing the entire

1.74 0.05 s+( ) lag to faster travel by the GW signal, this
time difference provides an upper bound on vD . To obtain a
lower bound on vD , one can assume that the two signals were
emitted at times differing by more than 1.74 0.05 s+( ) with
the faster EM signal making up some of the difference. As a
conservative bound relative to the few second delays discussed
in Section 2.1, we assume the SGRB signal was emitted 10 s
after the GW signal. The resulting constraint on the fractional
speed difference is

v
v

3 10 7 10 . 115

EM

16- -- ´
D

+ ´- - ( )

The intergalactic medium dispersion has negligible impact on
the gamma-ray photon speed, with an expected propagation
delay many orders of magnitude smaller than our errors
on vGW.

Lags much longer than 10 s are proposed in alternative
models (e.g., Ciolfi & Siegel 2015; Rezzolla & Kumar 2015),
and emission of photons before the merger is also possible
(Tsang et al. 2012). Hence, certain exotic scenarios can extend
this time difference window to (−100 s, 1000 s), yielding a 2
orders of magnitude broadening of the allowed velocity range
on either side. While the emission times of the two messengers
are inherently model dependent, conservative assumptions
yield dramatic improvements over existing indirect (Kostelecky

& Russell 2017) and direct (Cornish et al. 2017) constraints,
which allow for time differences of more than 1000 years.
Future joint GW–GRB detection should allow disentangling
the emission time difference from the relative propagation time,
as only the latter is expected to depend on distance.

4.2. Lorentz Invariance Violation Limits

Within a comprehensive effective field theory description of
Lorentz violation (Colladay & Kostelecký 1997, 1998;
Kostelecký 2004; Tasson 2014), the relative group velocity
of GWs and EM waves, is controlled by differences in
coefficients for Lorentz violation in the gravitational sector and
the photon sector at each mass dimension d (Kostelecký &
Mewes 2016, 2009, 2008; Wei et al. 2017). We focus here on
the non-birefringent, non-dispersive limit at mass dimension
d=4, as it yields by far the most impressive results. In this
case, the difference in group velocities for the two sectors takes
the form

v Y n s c
1
2
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The result is presented in a spherical harmonic, Yℓm, basis, sℓm
4( )

and c I ℓm
4

( )
( ) being spherical-basis coefficients for Lorentz violation

in the gravitational and EM sectors, respectively. The direction n̂
refers to the sky position (provided in Coulter et al. 2017a,
2017b).
For ease of comparison with the many existing sensitivities

(Shao 2014a, 2014b; Shao et al. 2017; Kostelecký & Tasson
2015; Bourgoin et al. 2016; Le Poncin-Lafitte et al. 2016;
Kostelecky & Russell 2017) to the d=4 gravity-sector
coefficients (Bailey & Kostelecký 2006; Hees et al. 2016), an
analysis in which the coefficients are constrained one at a time
is useful (Flowers et al. 2016), with all other coefficients,
including the EM sector ones, set to zero. These results are
presented in Table 1 along with the best constraints for each
coefficient prior to this work. These results can be compared
with the isotropic A, LVa Lorentz violation parametrization
(Mirshekari et al. 2012) used by Abbott et al. (2017c) in
dispersive GW tests. The 2LVa = limit of this parametrization
is equivalent to the isotropic limit of the framework discussed
above, with s A400

4 p( ) . Constraints on A for 2LVa = can
be obtained from the first line of Table 1; these cannot be
established within the analysis carried out in Abbott et al.
(2017c).

4.3. Test of the Equivalence Principle

Probing whether EM radiation and GWs are affected by
background gravitational potentials in the same way is a test of
the equivalence principle (Will 2014). One way to achieve this
is to use the Shapiro effect (Shapiro 1964), which predicts that
the propagation time of massless particles in curved spacetime,
i.e., through gravitational fields, is slightly increased with
respect to the flat spacetime case. We will consider the
following simple parametrized form of the Shapiro delay
(Krauss & Tremaine 1988; Longo 1988; Gao et al. 2015;
Kahya & Desai 2016):

rt
c

U l dl
1

, 3
r

r

S 3
e
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CharacterisOcs	  of	  GRB	  170817A	  

•  Nearby	  
•  No	  immediate	  X-‐ray	  aTerglow	  
•  Slightly	  soTer	  than	  typical	  short	  GRB	  
•  Possibly	  off-‐axis	  
•  Blackbody	  emission	  during/aTer	  the	  iniOal	  
peak	  

•  Likely	  a	  populaOon	  of	  nearby	  weak	  events.	  
•  How	  does	  this	  impact	  future	  missions?	  



ImplicaOons	  for	  current	  &	  future	  missions	  
•  Need	  Sky	  coverage	  –	  in	  LEO,	  observing	  fracOon	  is	  ~60%	  
•  All	  Sky	  Monitoring	  

–  GRBs/GW	  come	  from	  any	  direcOon	  
–  Pointed	  observaOons	  require	  considerable	  resource	  allocaOon	  

•  To	  repoint	  quickly	  and	  to	  monitor	  for	  several	  days	  
–  GBM	  would	  have	  seen	  this	  event	  if	  it	  was	  twice	  as	  far	  away	  
(opOmal	  condiOons)	  

–  Predict	  GBM	  GRB/GW	  0.1-‐1.4/yr	  during	  LV03	  and	  0.3-‐1.7/yr	  at	  
design	  sensiOvity	  

•  Energy	  coverage	  well	  above	  50	  keV	  
–  GRB	  was	  >5	  sigma	  (10	  -‐1000	  keV),	  only	  ~3	  sigma	  (8-‐50	  keV)	  
–  25%	  of	  SwiT	  SGRBs	  have	  no	  detected	  X-‐ray	  aTerglow	  

•  LocalizaOon	  capability	  
–  To	  confirm	  spaOal	  coincidence	  and	  to	  improve	  localizaOons	  in	  
cases	  of	  1-‐2	  interferometers	  observing	  a	  GW	  event.	  



Current	  and	  Future	  Missions	  
•  Near	  term:	  Keep	  Fermi,	  SwiT,	  and	  INTEGRAL	  going	  as	  long	  

as	  possible	  
•  Medium	  term:	  	  

–  SmallSAT	  ideas	  –	  BurstCube	  has	  been	  approved,	  several	  others	  
being	  proposed	  or	  considered	  (e.g.	  MoonBEAM)	  

–  ISS	  TAO	  –	  Mission	  of	  opportunity	  on	  space	  staOon	  in	  phase	  A.	  
•  Longer	  term:	  

–  THESEUS	  –	  Proposed	  ESA	  M5	  
–  AMEGO	  –	  Probe	  class	  -‐	  use	  shield	  and	  calorimeter	  as	  GRB	  
detectors	  

–  TAP	  –	  Transient	  Astrophysics	  Probe	  –	  includes	  GBM-‐like	  
detectors	  

–  STROBE-‐X	  –	  Probe	  class	  –	  WFM	  instrument	  
–  MulOple	  Smallsats	  



Conclusions	  

•  Current	  and	  (most)	  proposed	  instruments	  are	  
limited	  by	  a	  gamma-‐ray	  detecOon	  horizon	  for	  
weak	  SGRBs	  that	  is	  closer	  than	  LIGO/VIRGO	  
design	  sensiOvity	  

•  Need	  a	  large	  area	  dedicated	  all-‐sky	  monitor	  
•  Possible	  soluOon	  –	  GBM/BATSE-‐like	  w/	  larger	  
effecOve	  area,	  all-‐sky	  coverage,	  hard	  
bandwidth,	  quick	  downlink,	  not	  in	  LEO	  	  



GRB	  170817A	  publicaOons	  	  astronomy was born.
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